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ABSTRACT 
This paper is a case study on the private car loan market of Hong Kong to 
shed light on the application of marketing channel theories. Hang Seng Bank, a 
major local bank, is used as an example to illustrate how a company formulates its 
marketing channel strategy. 
The marketing channel structure varies among industries and it is very 
dynamic. The basic framework of marketing channels as a composition of 
producers, wholesalers, retailers and consumers, though useful in identifying the 
common components of the channel and their respective functions, cannot 
adequately explain every aspect of the contemporary complicated and multi-
dimensional market environment. One of the interesting developments is that the 
functions of the intermediaries are taken over by other channel members. The rise 
of direct marketing eliminates all the middlemen, it seems to be a return to the very 
original mode of exchange that a producer deals directly with the consumer. 
This trend is also witnessed in the car loan market of Hong Kong. 
Traditionally it was dominated by indirect lending whereas the car loans were 
arranged through the car dealers. However, in recent years this indirect lending 
channel is challenged by direct lending under which the financiers provide the car 
loan directly to the customers. This paper looks into this phenomenon to study the 
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issues related to direct marketing that becomes an important characteristic of the 
modern marketing channel structure. 
Based on the analytical framework which takes into accounts the corporate 
mission, marketing objectives, competitive strategy and SWOT analysis of Hang 
Seng Bank, direct lending is a better approach. Direct lending enables Hang Seng 
Bank to adopt a cost leadership strategy so as to increase its market share. Its 
strengths of extensive branch network, strong customer base and good customer 
services help it attract the car loan customers. However, this channel strategy 
should be supported by an integrated marketing strategy which addresses other 
aspects like promotion, personnel and product design. The guiding principle is to put 
the customers at the centre of everything the Bank does to deliver value to the 
customers. The end result is value creation for its shareholders. 
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This is a case study of marketing channels with the private car loan 
market of Hong Kong as the focal point. Discussion will be centered on Hang 
Seng Bank, a major local bank in Hong Kong. As a hypothetical scenario, Hang 
Seng Bank is assumed to have adopted a strategy to expand its private car loan 
portfolio. The objective of this study is to illustrate how a market player makes a 
marketing channel decision and what marketing strategies should be formulated. 
All the facts, data, discussions, comments related to Hanq Sena Bank, 
except those drawn from published sources have been disguised. They do 
not represent the actual policies or information of Hanq Seng Bank. 
Chapter two deals with the structure and functions of marketing channels. 
It argues that the structure of marketing channel is dynamic. It varies among 
industries and transforms over time. Internal forces such as conflict of interest 
among channel members and external forces like technological changes and 
new entrants determine the changing structure. It is a result of the changing 
interaction among the players that strive to maximize their own competitive 
advantages. 
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Chapter three is an analysis of the car loan market in Hong Kong. It 
identifies the major players and the operation mechanics especially the rebate 
commission arrangement between the car dealers and lending institutions. The 
rise of direct lending by banks and finance companies is also considered. In this 
paper, the car loan providers are collectively named as financiers. They include 
the license banks, restricted license banks, finance companies, and other 
companies holding a money lending license. 
Chapter four looks at Hang Seng Bank. It discusses the growth of 
the Bank, the development of car loan financing and its existing car loan 
customer profile. To better understand the internal and external forces affecting 
the competitive position of Hang Seng Bank, the SWOT analysis is applied to 
examine the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of Hang Seng 
Bank in relation to the car loan market. 
The channel strategies of Hang Seng Bank are recommended in Chapter 
five. The marketing channel decision should be made to enable achievement of 
the corporate mission, marketing and channel objectives. The channel decision 
is aimed at leveraging the core competencies of the firm to develop its 
competitive advantages. After considering of the internal and external forces 
based on the SWOT analysis of Hang Seng Bank, direct lending seems to be the 
logical course of action. The channel decision should also be supported by 
appropriate strategies of other marketing mix. An integrated marketing strategy 
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encompassing the strategies on channel, product, service, personnel and pricing 
should be in place. 
The major findings of this study are summarized in Chapter six. This study 
concludes that both direct and indirect lending would co-exist in the Hong Kong 
car loan market. However, the share of direct lending would rise from the existing 
less than 10% to an estimated of 40% in the coming years. It is expected that 
competition in the car loan market would be fierce and the direct lending 
financiers would be the challengers. A new equilibrium would be established until 
new forces of change set in. 
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CHAPTER II 
MARKETING CHANNELS: STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS 
The Basic Framework of Marketing Channels 
Marketing channels can be defined as "sets of interdependent 
organizations involved in the process of making a product or service available for 
use or consumption".^ The basic framework of marketing hierarchy is always 
characterized in the following manner: 
ILLUSTRATION 1 
THE BASIC FRAMEWORK OF MARKETING HIERARCHY 
Goods / Services Producers 






Marketing channels are always described in the marketing textbooks as 
neatly arranged alignments of independent business. The primary channel 
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participants are manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers.^ Manufacturers are 
regarded as the channel originators. They create the products to be distributed 
to the consumers through other intermediaries. Large manufacturers have great 
influence in the distribution process and channel structure. From the perspective 
of the manufacturers, the function of marketing channels is to help bring the 
products to the consumers. For instance the auto manufacturers like Ford and 
General Motors make million of cars each year. The cars are distributed to the 
consumers through a network of wholesalers and retailers. 
At the other end of the chain are the numerous retailers that offer 
consumers a variety of products from a single or multiple manufacturers. The 
retailers are organized in many forms varying in size from a small grocery store 
to a huge department store, and geographically from a local stand-alone shop to 
a global retail chain. 
The basic function of wholesalers is to provide retailers with assortments 
of products from different manufacturers. They help to unite the activities of 
many small retailers and manufacturers by designing and developing channel 
arrangements. They also vary in form and size. They may serve as the local or 
regional distributors for the manufacturers. They may also function as 
independent trading firms or importers and exporters playing significant role in 
the international arena to link up the world business network. 
1 Stem, W. Louis, Adel 1. EI-Ansary. Marketing Channels. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1992 
p.l. 
2 Stem, W. Louis. "Reflections on Channel Research". Journal ofRetailing. Vol. 64 , No.l (Spring 1988): 
1-4. 
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The Functions of Intermediaries 
Various intermediaries are involved to serve as the middlemen between 
the producers and the ultimate customers. These intermediaries serve a number 
of functions.3 Examples are drawn from the auto industry to illustrate the value 
added by the car dealers. Firstly, they increase the efficiency of the process of 
exchange between the producers and the end-users by reducing the total 
number of contacts with centralized and decentralized exchange. For instance, 
when the customers wish to buy a new car, they only need to visit one car dealer 
to compare different brands and models. The existence of middleman saves 
them the cost to search for each car manufacturer. 
Secondly, they adjust the quantities and assortments produced with the 
quantities and assortments consumed by breaking bulk and creating 
assortments. They repackage and arrange the goods and services to suit 
individual needs. This function can be illustrated by the services provided by a 
car wholesaler / importer imports a large shipment of cars from the local or 
overseas manufacturers, store them in warehouses, distribute them to the 
various showrooms and sell the cars to the ultimate customers. 
Thirdly, they make transactions routine by eliminating bargaining over 
every transaction which make buying and selling more efficient. Besides, they 
also help to standardize the goods and services provided and consumed. For 
3 See Donald J. Bowersox, M. Bixby Cooper. Strategic Marketing Channel Management. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1992, pp.14-20, pp.90-96; Louis W. Stem, Add I. EI-Ansary. Marketing Channels, pp.9-14. 
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example the cars displayed at the showroom of car dealers bear uniform price 
tag. The bargaining process is to a large extent eliminated. 
Fourthly, the intermediaries facilitate the searching process. On the one 
hand, they provide market demand information to producers. On the other hand, 
they provide product availability information to buyers. Some intermediaries take 
up the advertising and promotion activities to propagate the goods and services 
rendered to the customers. In the case of automobiles, the car manufacturers 
may sell their cars through a local dealer that acts as the sole agent. The sole 
agent undertakes all the selling works and feedback the local customers' needs 
and preferences to the manufacturers for product improvement. 
Lastly, they serve many other functions like carrying inventory and 
physical distribution, promoting sales, providing after-sale service and extending 
credit to customers. The list of functions is ever expanding. Because of the 
dynamic and changing configuration of the marketing channel structure, both 
traditional and innovative functions are undertaken by different intermediaries 
depending on their rational decision on the cost and benefit of each 
arrangement. For instance, the car dealers usually provide maintenance and 
repair services to the customers. They also arrange car loan and car insurance 
on behalf of other financial institutions and insurance companies. They may also 
set up a used car department to trade-in customers' used cars. 
In a nutshell, the channel participants enables the assortments of 
products and services available to the customers at times, in places, and in 
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quantities desired. The management of marketing channel is therefore an 
essential ingredient in the success ofan enterprise. 
Variation in the Basic Framework 
Not all trade and industries are organized in accordance with the basic 
framework. Marketing channels do not have uniform dimensions. Some 
channels are very simple and direct. The manufacturers or service providers 
directly bring the goods and services to the consumers. Other channel structures 
are much more complex. Many intermediate players are involved with unique 
activities taking place in the distribution process. Ownership of the products may 
transfer many times. 
In terms of time, the distribution process may span from a few hours to 
months or years. The channels may also stretch around many places or even 
countries. Therefore the configuration of the marketing channels is very dynamic. 
It is a result of the changing interaction among the players that strive to maximize 
their own benefits. 
The power ethos of the channel players also changes over time. The 
retailers have always been thought of being small and unimportant. However, in 
many present channel situations, retailers are powerful and dominant in 
determining how the overall distribution process will be organized. Retailers like 
Wal-Mart are vivid example. 
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For the wholesalers, in recent years the trend of vertical integration 
induces many retailers and manufacturers to expand and perform the functions 
traditionally undertaken by the wholesalers. Wholesalers are often viewed as 
nonessential or parasitic to the distribution process. 
There is a growing trend that the manufacturers go directly to the 
customers or the retailers source directly from the producers. The role of 
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers are blurred. The crux of the issue is to 
eliminate the mark-ups in the traditional hierarchy so that the products or 
services could be brought to the consumers under a more competitive pricing. 
The process of vertical integration is witnessed in many industries. 
This trend is a result of market competition and technological changes. 
Proliferation of firms in the market place forces them to compete on pricing. No 
stone is left unturned to reduce the cost so as to make the price level more 
competitive. It is no wonder that the retailers, after having grown to certain size, 
would approach directly to the manufacturers to source the supply and buy in 
bulk so that they would enjoy discounted pricing. 
On the other hand, the producers also enter the retail markets and sell 
directly to the customers. Large fashion retail chains in Hong Kong like 
Giondano, Bossini, G2000 perform both the producer and retailer functions. The 
point-of-sale system enables them to capture up-front market information to 
adjust the production level at the factories. This technological change shortens 
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the whole production process and enables the producer to serve the customers 
directly. 
The basic form of a sales and purchase transaction is the direct meeting 
of the buyer and seller. With the growth of mankind and increasing complexity of 
production of exchanges, a central marketplace emerges, and then the 
proliferation of middlemen between the buyer and seller. Now the cycle of 
change is reversed and in many business situations, direct distribution becomes 
the trend. The variety of basic channel relationships that can be observed in 
contemporary business can be illustrated in the following chart: 
ILLUSTRATION 2 
CONTEMPORARY CHANNEL RELATIONSHIPS 
Manufacturer ^ Consumers 
Manufacturer ^ Retailers ^ Consumers 
Manufacturer • Wholesaler • Retailers • Consumers 
Manufacturer • Agent • Retailers • Consumers 
Manufacturer • Agent • Wholesaler • Retailers • Consumers 
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Determinants of the Marketing Channel Structure 
Basically the channel arrangement is to maximize the own comparative 
advantages of each channel members either in terms of cost or efficiency. The 
interests of each participant may be in conflict since sometimes it is a zero-sum 
game. Therefore, among other factors, the balance of power among the channel 
members is the most important determinant of the marketing channel structure. 
How, where, and by whom the functions are to be performed is a key 
concern in channel management. The terms of spin-off and absorption are used 
to represent ways to transfer a function from one channel member to another as 
mentioned in the examples above. The difference is which party initiates the 
action and which one is more powerful. 
Functional spin-off occurs when one firm transfers a function to another 
firm. The receiving firm may or may not wish to perform this function. It usually 
happens when a dominant channel member finds it economically advantageous 
to subcontract or delegate specific functions to specialist firms. For instance, it is 
not uncommon for the firms to close the retail business to concentrate on the 
wholesale process. 
Functional absorption happens when the firm absorbs a function 
previously performed by other channel members to enjoy lower average cost or 
to achieve greater control over the marketing channel. A typical example is that 
4 Donald J. Bowersox M. Bixby Cooper. Strategic Marketing Channel Management, pp.301-302. 
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the manufacturer enters the retail market and distributes the goods and services 
directly. 
In case the manufactures are powerful, it would have dominant influence 
to determine the channel structure and take strong control over the other 
channel members. On the other hand, if the retailers are relatively strong, it could 
control the channel process instead. 
Power in the channel structure refers to the ability of one channel member 
to influence or alter the decisions of other channel members. Power depends 
upon the degree of perceived dependence that exists among participants. If one 
member relies on other members to attain its objectives without other 
alternatives, then it will be extremely dependent upon other members. As a 
result, other members will have the power to influence its decisions. However, 
each channel member possesses some degree of relative power since the 
channel structure is usually created for mutual benefits and hence mutual 
dependency? Channel members that are more influential in terms of size, market 
share and any unique strength such as monopolistic status have comparative 
advantages over other members. 
Therefore in deciding the channel structure, it is essential for the 
management of a company to evaluate its power position with respect to 
compatibility and conflict with potential channel members. In practice, the scale 
of power is not so extreme that one party is completely dominant. The channel 
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members usually negotiate and cooperate to maintain some form of balance 
among their interests. 
Channel structure is a reflection of the business practices and business 
relationships of each channel members. It may be a product of careful 
deliberation, analysis and negotiation, but in many cases it evolves out of 
experiences and mutual interactions.6 The car loan market in Hong Kong 
discussed in the following chapter exemplifies this observation. The current 
marketing channel structure that is dominated by indirect lending through the car 
dealers has evolved since the 1960s. It is only in the 1990s that this structure is 
challenged by the emergence of direct lending. 
5 Ibid, pp.292-298. 
6 Ibid. pp. 86-86. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CAR LOAN MARKEKTIN IN HONG KONG 
Marketing of Services 
The structure and functions of marketing channels discussed in Chapter 
two provide the framework for an analysis of the car loan market in Hong Kong. 
Car loan is a kind of financial service that is different from the marketing of goods 
and merchandises. There are a number of distinguishing characteristics for 
service distribution namely intangibility, inseparability, lack of need for logistic 
functions, personalized and relationship-based/ 
Service is intangible. It is not a physical piece of goods or product that can 
appeal to the buyer's sense of touch, taste, smell, sight or hearing. For instance, 
the bank credit is delivered to the customers usually by means of a cashier order 
or a credit to the borrower's bank account. A bank is selling an idea, not a 
physical product. Therefore it must tell the buyer what the service will do. In 
selling a car loan the banks are usually appealing to the sense of prestige, 
convenience, freedom of owing a car, which would be attained with the help of a 
car loan. The intangibility nature thus necessitates personal contact between the 
Bank and the customer. 
7 See James H. Donnelly, Jr.. "Distributing Bank Services". Leonard L. Berry, L.A. Capaldini, ed. 
Marketing For The Bank Executive. London: Mason & Lipscomb Publishers Inc., 1974, pp. 147-161. 
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Another unique feature of service is inseparability. Usually bank services 
cannot be separated from the person of the seller. The services are often 
created and distributed simultaneously. Therefore time and place utility are 
important consideration of the Bank. The services should be provided to the 
customers at the right place and at the right time. 
Bank products are intangible and inseparable, the logistic functions of 
storage, transportation, and inventory control are therefore not applicable. As 
bank services cannot be inventoried, there can be no need for a middleman like 
a wholesaler or a retailer. 
Service is also highly personalized. The service is provided personally by 
the service provider. How the service is provided and how the service is 
perceived by the customers is essential. Such intercourse provides value to the 
customers. Therefore it is why customer service quality is so important for the 
banking industry. 
As service is highly personalized, it is usually relationship-based. The 
friendship between the buyer and the seller affect the buyer's purchase decision. 
Prior relationship and experiences are important is affecting the buyers' future 
behavior. 
The nature of service marketing makes possible for the rise of indirect 
lending. The car loan service can be conveniently performed by the salesman of 
the car dealers, as agents of the financiers. As car loan is intangible, there is no 
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difference for it to be arranged by the car salesman or a bank staff. The product 
content, i.e. a credit to the client account or payment directly to the car dealers, 
is essentially the same no matter it is arranged through whatever channel. 
Furthermore, as service is inseparable, when the salesmen explain the 
car loan features to the customers and handle the application, they are in fact 
deliver important part of this financial service. The lack of logistic set-up also 
means that the car loan service can be provided at the office of the car dealers. 
The personalized and relationship-based features render the salesmen more 
influential in affecting the purchase decision of the buyers in choosing a car loan. 
Finally the car salesmen are usually the first points of contact for the customers 
as the need of a car loan arises only when the customers buy a car. All these 
factors lead to the fact that indirect lending of car loan through the car dealers is 
the dominant way of doing business. 
Indirect Lending Through the Car Dealers 
The predominant feature of the local car loan market in Hong Kong, as 
many other parts of the world, is that car loan is provided by the financiers to the 
consumers through the car dealers in the form of indirect lending. The car 
dealers act as the middlemen or sales agent between the customers and 
financiers. Each car dealer would arrange a franchise agreement with a financier 
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The financiers do not have direct contact with the customers. When the 
customers approach the car dealers to buy a car, the salesmen also cross-sell a 
car loan to them. Governed by a "Master Dealer Agreement" signed between the 
financier and the car dealer, the motor vehicle dealers conduct the initial 
preparation and processing of the buyers' loan applications. 
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Before the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) had issued guidelines 
in 1992 requesting the financiers to adopt more prudent underwriting process, 
the dealers normally collected only minimal information from the buyers mainly 
name, identity card number and address. Nor were the customers asked to 
provide income proof and address proof. Though the financiers would 
subsequently confirm the information of the customers by phone and/ or conduct 
a credit check through a credit bureau, the lending decision was basically made 
according to the principal of formula lending, i.e. the loan amount would be set 
between 80% - 90% of the assessed market value of the motor vehicle rather 
than the financial position of the applicants.® 
Such phenomena of easy credit to a certain extent benefits the car 
dealers since the potential buyers' concern on car loan financing is removed. 
However, the financiers are facing great problem of credit risk since credit quality 
of the car loan depends on the market value of the underlying asset, i.e. the 
value of the motor vehicle in the secondary market. In case of a sharp fall in the 
secondary market values of used motor vehicles and a economic downturn 
which affects the normal income of the borrowers, default of payment would 
become out of control and the financiers suffer great loss as the sale value of the 
repossessed vehicle will not be sufficient to cover the outstanding loan amount. 
To the car loan customers, they benefit from the easy loan application 
process, but they have to pay higher interest rate. As the financiers do not 
8 Hong Kong Monetary Authority. Guidelines on Motor Vehicle Financing. 1992. (Found in Appendix 1) 
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conduct any screening, all the customers are charged at the uniform high interest 
rate to compensate for the high credit risk. It is the good credit customers who 
subsidize the bad credit customers. 
The new HKMA guidelines only improved the situation by a very small 
extent. The loan application form has been indeed amended to include additional 
information of the applicants such their occupation, position, name of employer, 
years of service, salary, and other income. Some kinds of income and address 
proof are required. However, the credit decision is still based on the assessed 
value of the motor vehicle. Therefore the financiers engage in indirect lending 
suffered great loss in the recent financial storm. 
Background Forthe Predominance of Indirect Lending 
There are historical, legal and practical reasons. The car loan market 
emerges in the 1960s when private cars become more popular in Hong Kong 
and the banks and finance companies were expanding rapidly. The natural trend 
was an alliance between the car dealers and financiers. Relationship between 
the car dealers and financiers was very close. For instance, the promoters of 
Dah Cheong Hong Ltd. that was one of the major car dealers, were also 
shareholders of Hang Seng Bank. Jardine Matheson Group, the franchise dealer 
of Benz, was shareholder of the United Merchant Finance Ltd. Therefore each 
car dealer joins with at least one financier as strategic business partners. There 
emerges the trend that the financiers rely solely on the car dealers as their 
source of business. 
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The legal background also explains the emergence of this marketing 
channel structure. Under the British law, the hire purchase transaction is 
composed of three parties: the car dealer, the customer (hirer) and the financier. 
It is the car dealer that sells the vehicle to the finance company, which then rents 
the vehicle to the hirer at a monthly rental for a number of months. The vehicle 
would be possessed by the hirer at the end of the period after payment of an 
option fee by the hirer. 
However, in a direct lending situation, the car dealer is not a party to the 
hire purchase agreement. Generally a direct lending transaction is 
unimpeachable if there is a genuine and independent hiring back. However, if 
the sale and re-hiring are in fact a sham, and that the essence of the transaction 
is considered to be a loan on the security of the subject vehicle, then the 
transaction may be void by virtue of the Bills of Sale Ordinance. In case of 
bankruptcy of the hirer, the vehicle must be handed to the liquidator. Previous 
cases showed that the court decision depends on a judgment of fact and real 
intention of the transaction. The documents Itself have only been looked at as 
part of the evidence. Therefore there is a certain degree of risk for the financiers 
to perform direct lending transactions though the direct lending documents have 
not been tested in court. 
For practical reasons, lining up with a car dealer is the easiest way to 
conduct the car loan business. A car salesman is usually the first contact person 
9 For the history of hire purchase as a form of credit sales, see Judith Sihombing. Goods: Sales and 
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of the customer in the selling / purchase process. The car buyer is prone to the 
salesman's influence. The salesman offers one-stop services to the buyers and 
takes care of everything. It is very natural for the salesman to cross-sell other 
services like a car loan. It saves the time of the buyer to shop around. Hence, 
the salesman enjoys great influencing power in the financing decision of the 
buyer. As a result, once the financier allies with a car dealer and the salesmen 
are commissioned to cross-sell its car loan product, a stable source of business 
referrals could be established, it turns out that the financiers come to be very 
dependent on the car dealers for new business and the car dealers enjoy 
relatively greater power than the financiers. 
Cooperation and Conflict Between the Car Dealers and Financiers 
Relationship between the dealers and financiers is complex. K is mingled 
with cooperation and conflict. On one hand they are partners and strategic allies. 
The dealers depend on the financiers to offer car loan to the customer so as to 
complete the sale of the automobiles. The financiers also rely on the dealers to 
solicit new business. The dealers help to facilitate the loan application process 
by advising the customers of the loan details and application procedures. The 
finance companies respond by prompt credit decision and efficient disbursement 
of loan proceeds to the dealers. 
There are also conflicts between the two partners. There is one 
fundamental difference in their business objectives that the dealers care only 
Security. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1997, pp. 147-151 pp. 158-167. 
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about the car sales and wish every car loan application to be successful. The 
financiers, on the other hand, concern not only the inflow of new business but 
also the credit quality. They have to minimize loan loss to safeguard their net 
profit. As a result, the number of reject application is usually a bone of contention 
between the dealers and financiers. The financiers engaged in indirect lending 
tend to be more relaxed in their credit decision so as to maintain a harmonious 
relationship with the car dealers. 
Another area of conflict is the amount of rebate commission. It is a zero 
sum game that the dealer's gain is the financier's loss. Increase of interest rate 
at the expense of the customers is not feasible because of competition among 
the financiers. In the past few years because of the emergence of new entrants 
in the car loan market, the financiers face great pressure to increase the rebate 
commission rate. It erodes the net profit of the financiers. 
The third major argument is the rapid and sudden drop of car price in the 
past few years. Because of the keen competition among car manufacturers, car 
price has been slashed significantly. The Japanese car dealers enjoy the benefit 
from the weak Yen to cut the import price. The European models especially Benz 
are hard hit by the burgeoning parallel imports and the authorized dealers have 
to respond by cutting the price. 
The price cut helps boost car sales but affects the interest of the 
financiers. Car loan is regarded as secured lending because the car body has 
residual value in the used car market. The price cut deeply affects the second 
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hand car price and hence the security value of the cars in the financier's 
portfolio. In case of repossession of the vehicle after default of payment, the 
financiers suffer a great loss. As a good lending practice, the primary 
consideration for a loan application is an assessment of the borrower's 
repayment ability. The loan has to be made to the person, not to the car. Asset 
lending based on the security value reduces the lending bank to a pawnshop 
and poses high potential credit risk. However, it is a pity that because of the 
pressure to meet the business target, many bankers deviate from this principle. 
Major Car Dealers and Financiers in Indirect Lending 
It is estimated that 90% of the car loans are channeled through the car 
dealers to their related financial institutions. Below is an analysis of the major 
players. 
Dah Chong Hong Ltd., founded in 1946 and acquired by CITIC Pacific 
Ltd. in 1992 was one of the largest trading conglomerates in Hong Kong. In the 
1960s it entered the motor trading business with the acquisition of Triangle 
Motors in 1962 giving the company Hong Kong's sole distributorship for the 
Opel and Pontiac brands. Triangle Motors then became the authorized dealer for 
lsuzu vehicles in Hong Kong in 1972. Through its other subsidiaries it became 
sole dealers of many famous brands of automobiles as follows: 
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TABLE 1 
LIST OF SHOWROOMS OF DAH CHEONG HONG 
Subsidiary Automobile Relationship No. of Showrooms 
Manufacturer Since 
Honest Motors Ltd. Nissan 1964 4 
Reliance Motors Honda 1965 4 
Ltd. 
Harmony Motors Audi and 1990 2 
Ltd. Volkswagen 
Currently it enjoys 30 percent of the local market share. Dah Chong Hong 
also formed Way Chong Finance Ltd. with Wayfoong Finance Ltd., subsidiary of 
the HSBC Group to engage in car loan financing/® 
Another major car dealer is Sime Darby Hong Kong Ltd., which is the sole 
distributor of BMW, Ford, Mitsubishi, Alfa Romeo and Suzuki. The CEC Finance 
Ltd. was formed by Sime Darby (49%) and Standard Chartered Finance Ltd. 
(51%) to handle car loan financing. 
Other dealers and financiers engage into alliances, instead of organizing a 
joint venture. The other major players are: 
10 Homepage ofDah Chong Hong, http://www.dch.com hk. 
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TABLE 1 
LIST OF MAJOR FINANCIER AND CAR BRANDS 
Financier Car Brands 
lnchroy Credit Corporation Ltd. Toyota, Mazda, Lexus, Rover, 
Peugeot, Landrover, Jaguar, Daewoo, 
Maserati, Kia, Cadillac, Ferrari 
Pacific Finance Ltd. Mercedes Benz 
Sanwa Finance (HK) Ltd. Hyundai, Volvo, Porsche 
Aeon Finance Ltd. Daihatsu 
Avco Finance Ltd. Hummer 
CitiBank Rover, Landrover, Peugeot, Renault 
The financiers conducting indirect lending cover nearly all of the car 
brands available in Hong Kong. Appendix 1 lists the number of car loans booked 
by car brand as of December 1998. 
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Rebate Commission 
Because of competition, the financial institutions are offering high 
commission rates to the dealers. To react to this situation and to offset the rising 
cost offunds because of the Asian financial crisis, in late 1997 a group of leading 
financiers agreed on board terms the following pricing structure: 
TABLE 3 
COMMISSION REBATE ARRANGEMENTS AMONG INDIRECT FINANCIERS 
Commission 
Flat Interest (Calculated Internal 
Category Maximum Rate per on Total Rate of 
Tenor annum Interest Return 
Amount) 
All passenger cars except, 
M. Benz, BMW Lexus, ^0 Months 7% 14% 10.41% 
Acura & Nissan Gallery 
M. Benz, BMW, Lexus, 
Acura&NissanGallery 60 Months 7% 17% 9.8% 
Vans 
60 Months 7.55 19% 10.35 
Light Trucks 5.5 ton + 
below 60 Months 8.255 25% 10.2% 
Heavy Trucks 
48 Months 8.5% 26% 10.04% 
5.5 tons + above 
The effect of rebate commission on the financier's internal rate of return can be 
illustrated by the following example: 
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ILLUSTRATION 4 
ILLUSTRATION OF REBATE COMMISSION CALCULATION 
Principal $100,000 
Tenor 60 Months (5 years) 
Commission Rate 14% per annum 
Total Interest $100,000 X 7% X 5 
=$35,000 
Commission Amount $35,000 X 14% 
=4,900 
Monthly Repayment ($100,000 + $35,000) 160 
=2,250 
Total Cash Outflow of the : $100,000 + $4,900 
Financie =$104,900 
Internal Rate of Return 0.8674720% per month 
Annualized Rate = 10.41% 
Functions of the Car Dealers 
To sum up, the car dealers serve a number of functions in this process. 
Firstly, they act as the information provider. The dealers explain the loan terms 
such as interest rate, tenor, repayment amount, etc. of the different forms of car 
loans to the consumers. They also provide feedback of the customers and 
market information to the financiers. 
Secondly, the dealers provide time and space utility to the consumers. 
The consumers need not visit the office of the financiers in person. The presence 
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of the dealers enables the car loan service available at the dealers' show rooms 
beyond the normal office hours of the financiers. 
Thirdly, the dealers facilitate the process of both the customers and the 
financiers. They help the consumers to fill in the car loan application form, advice 
them to bring in the required documents, and fax them to the financier's office. 
Sometimes, they even advise the consumers how to make up their income proof 
to get the loan approved! In this way, the financiers save the time and effort to 
interview the customers and process the loan applications. The commission paid 
out is compensated by savings in advertising, rental, administration, staff payroll 
and other overhead costs. In this way, the car dealers reduce the transaction 
cost of financiers for contacting and screening the borrowers. Borrowers also 
save the cost of identifying a lender and negotiating the loan agreement.” 
Fourthly, the dealers provide financing function. It is quite common in the 
past that the car loan is granted with recourse to the car dealers. It means that in 
case of default of payment by the customers, the dealers are liable to indemnity 
the financiers. However, now almost all the car loans are granted without 
recourse to the dealers. 
The car dealers do not take ownership of the product, i.e. the car loan 
financing, or assuming inventory or absorbing the risk, their role could be 
regarded as sales agents who introduce and process the car loan application on 
“Michae l E. Staten, Otis W. Gilley, John Umbeck. "Information Costs and The Organization of Credit 
Markets: A Theory ofIndirect Lending". Economic Inquirv. Vol. 28, (July 1990): 514-515. 
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behalf of the ultimate financiers. In this sense, their functions are not 
indispensable to the financiers. These functions can also be performed by the 
financiers themselves and hence some financiers decide to conduct direct 
lending. 
Growth of Direct Lending 
However, in recent years many new comers adopt the direct selling 
approach and promote direct lending. The financial institutions directly arrange a 
hire purchase facility with the customers. The car selling and the financing 
processes are separated. 
The most aggressive financier is HongkongBank. Though it has formed 
Way Chong Finance Ltd. to handle the referrals from Dah Chong Hong, it makes 
use of its branch network to promote direct lending to capture the market share 
of other financiers. Other banks follow suit and advertise their direct lending 
service. They include Hang Seng Bank, Wing Hang Bank, Orix Finance 




STRUCTURE OF DIRECT CAR LOAN LENDING 
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• Customer ^ 
Reasons For the Rise of Direct Lending 
The foremost reason is the entrance barrier for the new comer to enter the 
franchise car loan market. Two of the major car dealers have already formed 
joint ventures with financiers. The other car dealers have also established close 
relationship with respective financiers. The new entrants find it difficult to break 
into the alliances of car dealers and financiers. 
Secondly, direct lending allows the new entrants to leverage on its own 
network and marketing expertise or other core competencies to solicit car loan 
from the consumers directly. The saving in rebate commission allows them to 
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offer competitive pricing. Appendix 4 shows the pricing comparison and other 
terms of car loans offered by the financiers. 
The Customers 
One of the emerging trends in consumer behavior is that consumers are 
becoming more convenience and value oriented. In the retail industry, the culture 
of convenience is evidenced by decreases in both time spend per store visit and 
number of outlets patronized, as well as increases in per store transaction 
amounts. The proliferation of hypermarkets and discount stores such as 
Carrefour and Wal-mart show that firms offering the best value are gaining 
popularity.i2 
These two trends also influence customer decision-making process in 
choosing a car loan. In the case of indirect lending, salesmen of the car dealers 
handle the entire loan application process. However, the cost of this 
convenience is a higher interest rate. If the customers choose to arrange the car 
loan financing directly by themselves, the process is more complex but they 
enjoy lower price. Therefore the direct and indirect car loan financiers are 
competing on these two attributes: price and convenience. While direct lending 
provides has the strength of greater convenience, indirect lending offers better 
price. The objectives of these two groups of car loan financiers are to convince 
the customers that their strength is more valuable. 
12, David A, Griffith, Robert F. Krampf. "Emerging Trends in US Retailing". Long Range Planning. Vol. 





Founded in 1933 Hang Seng Bank has grown to become the second-
largest locally incorporated bank in Hong Kong with 156 local branches and 
7,800 staff.i3 It has a very strong customer base. It is reputed for its excellent 
service and solid foundation. The Bank has engaged in car loan financing since 
the 1960s. It has been the franchise financier of Dah Cheong Hong. However, 
after the change of ownership of Dah Cheong Hong, Hang Seng Bank declined 
to form a joint venture. One of the reasons was that there has been serious 
delinquency in the car loan portfolio. Furthermore, the hire purchase business of 
urban taxi and public light bus was more profitable. Therefore the Bank exit from 
the private car loan market. 
To diversify its loan portfolio, in late 1996 Hang Seng Bank re-
entered the private car loan market by introducing a new direct lending package 
with the following features: 
13 Hang Seng Bank. Annual Report 1998. Hong Kong: 1999 p.41. 
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TABLE 1 
TERMS OF HANG SENG CAR LOAN 
Maximum Loan Amount HK$1,000,000 or 12 times of the 
monthly income of the borrower 
whichever is lower 
Financing Ratio Up to 90% of the car value 
Loan Tenor 1 to 5 years 
Interest Rate Prime Rate + 1.5% to 1.75% or 
flat rate of 6.5% per annum 
A number of promotion campaigns have been launched since then. The 
overall result is very encouraging. Both the amount and number of new loan 
advance and the outstanding balance grow significantly. The delinquency rate is 
very low. Appendix 4 shows the trend of business growth. 
Customer Profile 
As Hang Seng Bank concentrates its marketing efforts in soliciting quality 
customers, the customers are mainly comprised of professionals, teachers and 
civil servants who have stable employment and steady flow of income. For 
details of the customer characteristics please refer to Appendix 5. 
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TABLE 1 




Monthly Income $20,000 - $99,999 
Residential Status Mortgaged / Owned 
Car Price $100,000 - $200,000 
Loan-to-Value Ratio 80% - 90% 
Tenor 36 Months 
SWOT Analvsis 
It is important for a corporate to continuously position itself to 
sustain its competitive advantages. An analysis of the internal factors, i.e. 
strengths and weaknesses of the company, and the external environment, i.e. 
opportunities and threats, gives insights to explore the strategic options available 
to the organization. 
Strengths 
Extensive Branch Network 
Hang Seng Bank is one of the largest retail banks in Hong Kong. As at the 
end of 1998 there were 156 branches. During the year, 13 new branches were 
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opened.i4 Its extensive branch network provides easy access for customers to 
arrange a car loan. Furthermore a Loan-by-Phone service has been inaugurated 
providing preliminary approval. 
Good Customer Image 
Hang Seng Bank has put stress on customer service since the 1960s. It 
has been praised as one the leading banks offering the best service to 
customers. The service attitude is rooted in the mindset of staff. This is a definite 
advantage to entice the customer. 
Powerful Customer Base 
The 2 million account holders provide an enormous potential source to 
exploit.i5 It facilitates cross selling of the car loan product. Data-mining 
techniques could be widely employed to offer pre-approval offer to customers for 
a car loan. 
Low Funding and Operating Cost 
Because of the strong retail network, Hang Seng Bank has a large deposit 
base. It allows the Bank to enjoy low funding cost. Its cost discipline reflects the 




among the lowest in the banking world.^ ® Therefore the Bank enjoys advantage 
in cost structure to offer competitive pricing. 
Sound Financial Condition 
Financially Hang Seng Bank is very strong. For the financial year of 1998 
it has a consolidated assets of HK$420.3 billion (US$54.3 billion) and a profit 
attributable to shareholders of HK$6,788 million (US$876 million). The average 
liquidity ratio for 1998 stood at 39.2% and the total capital ratio was maintained 
atahigh21.3%.i7 
Weaknesses 
Lack of Management Commitment 
Because of the small existing portfolio, the car loan product does not 
receive attention from the Senior Management. The Senior Management also 
has negative impression on car loan because of some bad experiences in the 
past. Resources are allocated to other products such as credit card, mortgages, 
insurance and mutual funds. 
Inexperienced Branch Sales Staff 
Because approval was centralized in the Hire Purchase Department, the 
branch sales staff is not knowledgeable in the car loan product. They have 
^^Ibid., p.47. 
\”bid., p.41, 47. 
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inertia to promote this product because it has not been the emphasis of the 
Bank. 
Opportunities 
Increased Awareness of Customers 
In recent years, because of the combined efforts of many banks and 
finance companies to promote direct lending, the customers become more aware 
of the benefit of direct lending, i.e. lower interest rate. Newspapers and journals 
have also devoted special report on the car loan market and helped to educate 
customers of the benefit of direct lending.^ ® More customers shop around and do 
not rely solely on the referral of the car salesmen. 
Increased Price Consciousness of Customers 
Because of the economic depression, customers are more and more price 
conscious. It is easier for them to appreciate the low interest rate offered by 
direct lending. They are more willing to decline the referral from the salesman 
and arrange the car loan by themselves. 
Threats 
Depressed New Car Sales 
”Hong Kong Economic Timcs. 26 May 1997. 21 January, 1998, Apple Dailv. 12 November 1998, 24 
February 1999. Sine Tao Dailv. 17 Apnl 1997. 
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Because of the economic downturn of Hong Kong, sales of new car 
peaked in mid-1997 and dropped subsequently (see Appendix 6 and 7). It 
means that the total market size is diminishing. Growth depends on capturing the 
sales from otherfinanciers.^® 
Obstruction From Car Dealers 
The car salesmen do not welcome the encroachment of direct lending 
since it hurts their income of commission rebate. They use various means to 
obstruct the customers to arrange financing with other financiers. For instance, 
they deliberately lower the trade-in price of the used car. Besides, they may ask 
for additional down payment. They also spend more efforts in persuading the 
customers to choose the related financier. 
Deterioration of Credit Quality 
Because of the economic downturn of Hong Kong and high 
unemployment rate, delinquency of consumer loans are anticipated to keep on 
rising in 1999 and even in the coming few years until the economy of Hong Kong 
turns around. Therefore the problem of asset quality poses great threat to the 
banks in Hong Kong.^° 
Deregulation of The Interest Rate Rules 
19 Apple Dailv. 17 November, 1997, 5 April 1998, Oriental Daily, 15 January 1999, Hong Kong Economic 
Times. 27 February, 1999. 
20 OrientalDailv. 13 May 1998. 
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In December 1998 the Hong Kong Monetary Authority published a 
commissioned study on the Hong Kong banking sector which considered the 
issue of full deregulation of the interest rate ru les. 
At present the interest rate rules set by the Hong Kong Association of 
Banks establishes a uniform rate for the Hong Kong dollar savings accounts and 
that a current account will not be interest-bearing. For large banks like Hang 
Seng Banks, this interest rate cartel prevents the emergence of price war and 
ensures that they are in a better position to attract cheap deposit. However, 
dissolution of this cartel will definitely lead to price competition among banks and 
increase their cost of fund. Though the large banks will probably still have the 
advantages, they have to pay more to attract the customer deposit. 
21 See KPMG, Barents Group LLC. Hong Kong Banking Into The New Millennium. Hong Kong, Hong 




The channel strategy of a firm is considered under a top-down analytical 
approach. First of all, the corporate objective is laid down to set out the ultimate 
goal. Secondly, the product marketing objectives are identified. Thirdly, the 
competitive strategies are devised. Fourthly, the channel strategy is formulated 
to enable the company to achieve the corporate mission and product marketing 
objectives. The channel strategy is verified by the SWOT analysis to make sure 
that both the internal and external environment of the company has been 
addressed. Lastly, the channel strategy should be supported by complementary 
segment strategy, pricing strategy and other product mix formulation. This 
chapter begins with a discussion on the general analytical framework. 
Analytical Framework 
Corporate Objectives 
The corporate mission sets out the goal of the company and what its 
ultimate objective is. It serves as the guiding principal for every business 
decision. The design of channel strategy should be started with the corporate 
mission since in the subsequent design process, different courses of action may 
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be possible. The final decision should be based on which strategy best fit the 
corporate objectives. 
Marketing Objectives 
A firm needs to lay down its marketing objectives with regards to its 
corporate mission. The common marketing objectives are market share 
expansion, profit margin maximization, penetration of particular segments, 
product repositioning, etc. Basically the marketing objectives should be set to 
help achieve the cooperate objectives. 
Competitive Strategies 
Competitive strategies are devised to develop competitive advantages of 
the firm to survive or to excel in the market place. The first strategic alternative 
suggested by Michael Porter a well-known guru and pioneer in strategic 
management, is cost leadership. It involves producing and distributing products 
at the very lowest unit cost possible for price-sensitive customer segments. The 
objective is to increase market share and hence economy of scale which will 
further reduce the unit production cost. 
The second competitive strategy is differentiation. This strategy 
emphasizes product or service uniqueness that appeals to the non-price-
sensitive customers. Because of the higher perceived value, the customers are 
willing to pay a higher price. 
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The third competitive strategy is focus strategy that involves concentration 
on a particular market segment. The objective is to serve the unique market 
segment more efficiently or effectively than the competitors. The advantage is 
that resources in terms of product and service offerings, and promotion 
campaigns can be directed to the unique segment. Aiming at the entire market 
will only divert the scarce resources. 
Channel Objectives 
The basic objective of marketing channels is to facilitate the firm to 
achieve its marketing objectives. Channel objectives could be categorized in 
terms of market coverage and distribution intensity, channel control and 
flexibility.22 
Market coverage and distribution intensity refer to the level of product 
availability to customers. Three levels of market coverage can be identified. 
Intensive distribution aims at placing the product as widely as possible. If the 
marketing objective is to increase market share and a cost leadership strategy is 
adopted, this strategy should be adopted to maximize product sales. Selective 
distribution places product in a more limited number of locations. Usually it 
comes with a differentiation strategy. Exclusive distribution limits product 
availability to a very small number of locations. It is frequently employed for a 
focus strategy since only a unique market segment is targeted at. 
22 Donald J. Bowersox, M. Bixby Cooper, Strategic Marketing Channel Management, pp.165-167. 
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Channel control is the level of influence that the firm maintains on other 
channel members and the entire distribution activities. In general, the more 
number of intermediaries, the less control that the product or service provider 
can exert. Relationship among the channel members are governed by written 
contractual obligations and liabilities, or custom mutual understandings and 
practices. This commitment on the other hand may control the ability of the 
members to adapt to shift of marketing objective and environment change. 
Usually the higher mutual-dependency among the members, the less flexibility 
each enjoys. 
SWOT Analysis 
The design process should be concluded with a revisit of the SWOT 
analysis. The channel strategy should be able to leverage the strengths of the 
company, to avoid the weaknesses, to take advantage of the opportunities and 
to neutralize the threats. The SWOT analysis enables the manager to take a 
critical review on the internal and external environments within which the 
company operates. 
Direct Lending or Indirect Lending 
The decision to adopt the channel strategy of direct lending, indirect 
lending or a combination of both should be made based on the above framework 
which is closely related. The channel structure should serve the purposes of 
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providing optimum service and coverage at a minimum cost. It is argued that 
direct lending is a more favorable channel strategy for Hang Seng Bank. 
Corporate Mission 
Hang Seng Bank, as part of the HSBC Group initiative for the next 
century, has adopted a Managing for Value strategy. It is the intention of the 
Bank to create value for the shareholders. The end result will be superior returns 
for shareholders as measured by the combination of capital appreciation and 
dividend income. The Bank will formulate a value-based management 
methodology so that the capital and resources will be allocated and employed 
more effectively to generate returns that exceed the risk-adjusted cost of capital. 
The objective is to focus on high-margin value-creating business. It aims at 
continuous improvement of productivity and focused customer segmentation to 
satisfy the needs of different c u s t o m e r s . 
The corporate objective of Hang Seng Bank looks for higher margin so as 
to increase shareholders' value. In this regard, the direct channel strategy leads 
to better overall return to the Bank. There are two main drivers. The first is the 
savings on commission rebate paid to the car dealers which amounts to 14% -
17% of the gross interest income. The second is a lower rate of bad debt written-
off. Though the acquisition cost such as advertising, promotion and loan 
procession is higher and the loan volume would probably be smaller, the net 
return would still be higher. 
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A profitability model of the two channels is presented in Appendix 8. The 
major variables are the interest rate charged, the amount of marketing expenses, 
the bad debt percentage and the volume of new advance. To what extent would 
the customers be affected by a low pricing or advertising efforts has yet to be 
confirmed. However, it is argued that in the long-run if Hang Seng Bank is able to 
build up a prominent image in the car loan business and customer loyalty has 
been established, the on-going marketing costs could be cut and the pricing be 
increased. This model shows that the return generated from a direct lending 
channel would be greater. 
It is also important to note that experiences and academic research show 
that customers of direct lending are less risky. As the banks develop a reputation 
for stringent acceptance standards, borrowers are encouraged to reveal their 
knowledge of their own inherent risk through the process of choosing where to 
apply for a loan. Those knowing that they have better credit would choose the 
direct lending financiers, undergoing a more intensive credit checking process, to 
enjoy a lower interest rate. Those knowing that they would not pass the credit 
checking would choose the indirect lending financiers that impose loose credit 
standards. This self-selection process in fact helps the direct lending financiers 
solicit the less risky customers. The ending result is that the profitability of the 
banks is safeguarded by a less-risky portfoIio.^^ 
23 Hang Seng Bank, Annual Report 1998. p.44. 
24 Michael E. Staten, Otis W. Gilley, John Umbeck. "Liformation Costs and The Organization of Credit 
Markets: A Theory ofIndirect Lending". Economic Inquiry. Vol. 28 (July 1990): 516-518. 
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Marketing Strategies 
In view of the corporate mission of Hang Seng Bank to increase 
shareholders' value, market expansion should be established as the marketing 
objective. The foremost reason is to gain the economy of scale. A large loan 
portfolio helps to share the cost of advertising, promotion and loan processing. It 
also enables the Bank to diversify the credit risk. Furthermore a strong car loan 
customer base facilitates customer referrals and future re-purchase. 
To achieve the objective of market expansion, the short-term solution 
would be direct lending. The current scenario is that the financiers engaged in 
indirect lending, through the alliances with the car dealers, capture about 90% of 
the market share. However, there is a limit to the potential business volume 
since it all depends on the sales of the car models distributed by the respective 
related dealers. On the other hand, by adopting a direct lending strategy, Hang 
Seng Bank can aim at the entire car loan market and would not limit itself to 
those models sold by the related dealers. In the long run, after Hang Seng Bank 
has devoted sufficient marketing efforts in promoting direct lending, it should be 
able to overcome the influence of the car dealers and capture a more significant 
part of the market share. In the United States, it is estimated that direct lending 




Price is an important element in the channel arrangement. On one hand, 
price is set to reflect the value of the product perceived by the customer. On the 
other hand, it is the mechanism by which profits are divided in the channel. It 
also determines the margins needed or demanded by intermediaries to induce 
them to participate in the channel structure and performs theirfunctions, 
To achieve the market expansion objective, a cost leadership strategy 
should be adopted. Low price is one of the important factors, if not the most 
important factor, in affecting the buyer's decision. The direct lending strategy 
enables Hang Seng Bank to achieve cost leadership since the distribution cost of 
dealer commission rebate is avoided. The set up cost and acquisition cost such 
as promotion and advertising could be shared by the entire branch network. 
Furthermore, the built up of market share helps to lower the average unit cost of 
these expenses by the benefit of economy of scale. 
Focus Strategy - Segmentation Decision 
The corporate mission of Hang Seng Bank also calls for focused customer 
segmentation to satisfy the needs of different customers. Three tiers of customer 
segments have been identified: mass market, middle and small business market, 
and corporate customers. The traditional branch outlets will cater for the mass 
25 Donald J. Bowersox, M. Bixby Cooper. Strategic Marketing Channel Management, pp.187-192. 
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market. At the same time, specific needs of the middle class and small business 
are handled by designated account managers. By the end of 1998 nine 
Business Banking Centres and 10 Bank Smart Prestige Centres had been set 
up. They target at the business owners and more affluent customers 
respectively. The credit card customers are also segmented so that the Hang 
Seng Platinum MasterCard and the Hang Seng World MasterCard, designed for 
the high-net-worth customers, were launched.^ ® 
The direct lending strategy enables Hang Seng Bank to take control of the 
distribution process of the car loan service to gain differential advantage in the 
significant affluent segment of the market. The more affluent segment such as 
professionals, senior executives, government servants have been targeted. 
This target segment is viable since it possesses the following 
characteristics: adequate customer potential, a recognized need, economic 
ability for car purchase, and be efficiently reached. 
Because of the growth of Hong Kong's economy, the number of middle 
class is rising years by years. They constitute the largest customer segment of 
car purchase and hence the market for car loans. 
This segment is more educated and price conscious. They understand the 
trade-off between convenience and savings in interest. They are more receptive 
26 Hang Seng Bank, Annual Report 1998, p.51. 
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to the Bank's advertising campaign on direct lending car loans stressing 
competitive pricing and quality service. 
Furthermore, this segment represents lower credit risk. Bad debt is the 
greatest enemy for a bank. Look at the profitability model of car loan, the profit 
margin is only as little as a few percent. It means that a deterioration of the 
delinquency rate will take away the entire profit of the Bank. The more affluent 
segment is perceived to be the lower-risk group because of their stable 
employment, relatively higher income and good credit behavior. The track record 
also shows that they perform much better than the other segments. 
Differentiation Strateav - Service Excellence 
Product features of a car loan are to a large extent standardized. 
However, the service quality perceived by the customer plays a very significant 
role. The reason for the car salesmen's success in car loan referral is their 
quality service. In this aspect, Hang Seng Bank has a very good tradition. If its 
quality service can be extended to car loan processing, it would be able to 
protect itself from competition by developing high brand or customer loyalty 
through service differentiation. 
Some insightful advice from a U.S consultant on how to beat the dealers 
for the car loan business also applies to the Hang Seng's case. The direct 
lending financiers should: 
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(1) Reinstall the importance of looking the customers in the eye and 
welcoming their questions with a smile. 
(2) Plan some specific training on "closing the sale". 
(3) Make sure the staff knows why the bank is better: personal service, no 
rule of 78s27 and a smile and individual help. 
(4) Offer pre-offered loans. 
(5) Tell the customers the cost of convenience at most dealership. Put a price 
tag on i t ^ 
Channel Objectives 
Marketing Coverage and Distribution Intensity 
To capture market share, the number of point of distribution should be as 
many as possible. Although the vehicle dealers should be able to contact every 
customer during the car sales, its coverage is limited to the buyers of its 
exclusive models only. On the other hand, direct lending through the branch 
27 Rule of 78 is an interest amortization method. As usually flat rate (simple interest) is used in car loan, 
the principal is assumed to be unchanged throughout the whole loan tenor, in fact each repayment reduces 
the outstanding principal. The total interest is assumed to be divided in 78 shares for a 12-months loan term 
(i.e. 1+2+3...+12) and the first instalhnent occupies the largest part, i.e. 12 / 78 11/78 for the second 
installment, 10/78 for the third instalknent, and 1/78 for the last instalhnent. If the loan term is 18 months, 
the interest is divided into 171 shares and the first instalhnent occupies 18/171, etc. 
28 Remar Sutton."Beat the dealers at their own game." Credit Union Magazine. Vol.66 (January 1998):66. 
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network and loarvby-phone service enables Hang Seng Bank to reach the entire 
prospective car loan customers. 
Channel Control 
Independence on Business Decision - What comes with the benefits of a 
strategic alliance with car dealers would be a certain degree of loss of 
independence. As stated in previous chapters, the business objectives of the car 
dealers and the financiers differ. The car dealers wish to sell as many cars as 
possible. The financiers, on the other hand, concern also the credit quality. 
Therefore the financiers review their loan portfolio and respective credit criteria 
from time to time. Anticipating an economic downturn, a decision of credit 
contraction would be made such as by tightening the credit criteria. In this way 
there is usually misalignment with the car dealers. It would not be a concern if 
the financier were adopting the approach of direct lending. The financier is able 
to regain independence in formulating its business strategy. 
Flexibility 
Greater Control on Credit Quality - Without the consideration on the car 
dealers, Hang Seng Bank will be able to exert greater flexibility in setting its 
credit policy so as to maintain the credit quality. Techniques such as adjusting 
the cut-off score of credit scorecard, changing the income proof requirements 
and basis for the calculation of debt servicing ability, enable the Bank to achiever 
greater control on the credit quality of the car loans applicants. 
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SWOT Analysis 
Based on the SWOT analysis of Hang Seng Bank, there is great potential 
for it to expand its private car loan portfolio. Its market share of car loans is 
disproportionate to its size. Its foremost marketing objective therefore should be 
market expansion. Profit margin could be maintained at a reasonable level to 
entice new customers. Once its name has been rooted in the minds of the 
customers, Hang Seng Bank would be able to establish its presence in the car 
loan market. The SWOT analysis of Hang Seng Bank suggests that it should 
continue its direct lending strategies. The major considerations could be listed as 
follows: 
Strengths 
The extensive branch network and loan-by-phone service provide 
convenience to customers and ability to access the customers. The good 
customer image helps entice both existing and new walk-in customers. The 
powerful customer base provides enormous cross-selling potential. The low 
funding and operating costs enable Hang Seng Bank to adopt a cost leadership 
strategy. The sound financial conditions provides confidence to customer and 
makes it possible for long-term investment in marketing activities 
Weaknesses 
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To overcome the lack of management commitment because of their bad 
experiences on indirect lending direct lending seems to offer a better alternative 
since it enables the Bank to gain control of the credit decisions. Inexperience of 
branch staff is an obstacle but can be overcome by staff education. It should not 
be a hindrance to the direct lending strategy. 
Opportunities 
Increased awareness of customers on direct lending offers golden 
opportunity for Hang Seng Bank to promote its direct lending car loan. Increased 
price consciousness of customers reinforces its cost leadership strategy. 
Threats 
Entrance Barrier in Indirect Lending - The major car dealers have already 
established firm relationship with respective dealers. It is very difficult, if not 
impossible, to enter into new agreement with them without great increase in the 
rate of rebate commission. The cost of rebate commission rate would be so high 
that it would not be profitable. Therefore, given its extensive branch network and 
strong customer base, direct lending should be adopted 
The depressed car sales is a threat but since the objective of Hang Seng 
Bank is to capture the market share from the indirect lending financiers, it should 
not be a great problem. Obstructions from car dealers could be overcome by 
adjustment of its operation process. Deterioration of credit quality makes it more 
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important to control the credit quality and hence direct lending is a more 
appropriate means. Deregulation of the interest rate rules affects other financiers 
too. Because of the narrowing of interest margin, it is more imperative to reduce 
the operation cost and bad debt. In this sense, direct lending prevails over 
indirect lending. 
Direct lending of car loan proves to be a comparatively high-yield and low-
risk product. It also serves the needs of the more affluent segment. Therefore it 
contributes to the Managing for Value corporate mission. By maintaining the 
direct lending channel, Hang Seng Bank should be able to achieve channel 
differentiation.. 
Dual Channel Structure 
HongkongBank's dual channel structure is a very interesting approach. To 
HongkongBank it seems to be a very logical step and wise channel strategy. As 
it has formed a joint venture with Dah Cheong Hong, it has made a long-term 
commitment to this channel. Sales from this channel is stable, but further 
expansion is unlikely since it has already solicited majority of the car loan 
referrals. One alternative is to ally with new vehicle dealers. As discussed 
previously, besides the entry barrier, the cost may not be justified in view of the 
anticipated price war among the financiers. 
Another way out is to conduct direct lending to aim at the car loan 
business of other financiers. Similar to Hang Seng Bank, HongkongBank also 
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enjoys the benefits of extensive branch network, low cost of fund, powerful 
customer base and strong financial conditions. Therefore it has adopted a very 
ambitious marketing plan to promote direct lending since 1996 and the new 
strategy has been very successful. 
In managing the relationship with Dah Cheong Hong, HongkongBank 
adopts a price discrimination policy. It means the ordinary direct lending 
customers are charged a lower interest rate, but customers purchasing vehicles 
form Dah Cheong Hong are charged the same rate as the vehicle salesmen 
offered to the customers. Therefore the customers would not benefit anything 
even if they approach HongkongBank directly. 
However, there are still unsolved conflicts. Organizationally, the direct 
lending car loan business is handled by the branch network, while the dealer-
referred business is undertaken by Wayfoong Financed Ltd. To fulfil their own 
business target, branches are eager to arrange a direct lending car loan for the 
customers of Dah Cheong Hong. In these cases, Dah Cheong Hong would not 
receive any commission. Dah Cheong Hong does complain about this. Although 
a classical answer is to give a reduced commission to Dah Cheong Hong on loan 
made by the bank, HongkongBank does not adopt this option probably to avoid 
the additional expense. 
To Hang Seng Bank, a dual channel structure is also feasible. However, 
since it does not maintain any existing dealer relationship, the priority should be 
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growing the direct lending car loans instead of forming alliances with the dealers 
in view of the above discussion. 
Integrated Marketing Strategies 
Although this paper focuses on the marketing channel strategy, for a 
corporate to develop and sustain its competitive advantages, formulation and 
implementation of an integrated marketing strategy is essential. The channel 
strategy is one of the components ofan integrated marketing strategy. Marketing 
channel strategy should be closely correlated and integrated with all other 
aspects of the firm's marketing strategy. They include product, pricing, promotion 
and people strategies. The guiding principal is to put the customers at the centre 
of business decisions so as to deliver value to customers in the most effective 
ways, and at all levels within the company. If true value is delivered to carefully 
selected customers, they will be loyal.^^ 
The strategies of direct lending focused segmentation on the middle 
class, cost leadership and service differentiation have been suggested to realign 
them to accommodate the needs of customers to deliver the desired value. 
Besides, promotional strategy which covers the aspects of advertising, sales 
promotion, and personal selling efforts also plays a crucial role in marketing 
channel management. It has been commented that despite the recent pick up of 
customer awareness on direct lending, most customers still do not have the 
29 Larrew , Tery. "The Six Steps of Convergent Marketing: Putting Customers at The Centre of Business 
Decision". Credit World. (January/February 1998):18-19 
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knowledge to go directly to the financiers to arrange a car loan. Therefore 
promotion campaigns to help the customers to appreciate the values of Hang 
Seng car loan are necessary. 
The people aspect, which involves personnel selling effort, is also very 
important. In a direct lending situation, the bank staff assumes the personal 
selling activities. To overcome the weakness that the bank staff are not 
knowledgeable on car loan, training programs should be designed to enable and 
enrich the bank staff to assist them in delivering customer value 
Last but not least because of the more sophisticated and discerning 
customer profiles, customer taste and preference are always changing, it is 
equally important for the Bank to refine and measure the value proposition to 
ensure customer loyalty and retention. Two-way communication with customers 
and rigorous marketing research are necessary to ensure continued success. 
Measures include performance and trend reporting, customer retention and 




Although the car dealers do provide a number of important functions, they 
are not non-substitutable. Car loan as a kind of financial service could be 
provided through the sales agents or by the financiers themselves. The 
predominance of direct lending in the car loan market of Hong Kong is being 
challenged by new entrants that adopt the direct lending channel strategy. 
Based on the analytical framework which takes into accounts the 
corporate mission, marketing objectives, competitive strategy and SWOT 
analysis of Hang Seng Bank, direct lending is a better approach. 
However, the competitors would not leave their market shares eroded. In 
fact the car dealers have adopted a number of tactics to defend their business 
such as lowering the trade-in price of the used vehicles or withholding the 
discount on some accessories if the customers refuse to arrange a car loan 
through them. However, in the long run, direct lending should gain in popularity. 
There are a number of possible trends of development. Under the market forces 
of a free economy, a new equilibrium would emerge. 
First, the price of car loan would be lowered further to be benefit of the 
customers. To compete with the financiers engaged in direct lending interest 
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rate offered by the financiers of indirect lending have to be cut. It means a drop 
in the rate of commission rebate to the related dealers or a cut in the net interest 
margin of the financiers. The extent depends on the power relationship between 
the dealers and financiers. In response, the financiers conducting direct lending 
would reduce their interest rate to regain the price advantage. The end result 
would be probably a pricing system that each party earns only a very thin margin 
and there is only a slight difference between the interest rate of direct lending 
and indirect lending that reflects the cost the customers are willing to pay for the 
added convenience offered by indirect lending. 
Second, competition among the financiers would become fiercer. Besides 
competing on pricing, financiers would try to improve their service quality, 
provide more convenience to customers, revise the loan terms, and conduct 
more promotional activities. There would be much more product repackaging 
such as combining car loan with car insurance / personal loan. The financiers 
would strive to enhance the overall value delivered to the customers. 
Finally, as direct lending is gaining in market share, financiers previously 
conducting only indirect lending would enter the direct lending market, following 
the example of HongkongBank. This puts more pressure on the direct lending 
financiers. The vicious cycle is further drop in the proportion of indirect lending. 
Hence a price adjustment process would be undergoing as discussed. The result 
is equilibrium that both direct lending and indirect lending co-exist in the market 
until somp new forces set in again. 
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The new forces may be an marketing channel innovation like internet 
shopping which finally becomes the norm, or entrance of new players like the 
subsidiaries of the vehicle manufactures like General Motors Acceptance or Ford 
Motor Credit Co. which brings in new capital and new techniques. 
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APPENDIX 1 
GUIDELINES OF HONG KONG MONETARY AUTHORITY ON MOTOR 
VEHICLE FINANCING 
I am writing this letter on lending for the purchase of motor vehicles 
pursuant to section 7(2)(c) of the Banking Ordinance in which I am enjoined to 
"promote and encourage proper standards of conduct and sound and prudent 
business practices amongst authorized institutions". 
It is a fundamental tenet of prudent lending that a lending institution 
should make adequate evaluation of the creditworthiness of the borrower. There 
should be up-to-date and adequate information for that purpose. Additionally, the 
institution should have adequate arrangements for on-going monitoring of the 
performance of the borrower. 
Following complaints about laxity in credit assessment procedures, the 
Office recently conducted an examination of institutions involved in financing the 
purchase of motor vehicles. As a result of that survey, I have come to the view 
that there is room for lending practices and procedures in this area to be 
strengthened. 
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We found that to large extent institutions involved in motor vehicle 
financing have little direct contact with their borrowers. Much of the processing of 
the loan applications is conducted by motor vehicle dealers themselves. The 
basis of the relationship is a "Master Dealer Agreement", a non-recourse 
arrangement between the lending institution and the dealer, under which the 
dealer selling the motor vehicle also carries out the initial preparation and 
processing of the buyer's loan application. Dealers normally require only minimal 
information from the buyer - essentially name, identity card number and address. 
The buyer is seldom pressed to provide evidence as to income and place and 
nature of employment. Reflecting this, credit files on borrowers are usually brief. 
Upon the receipt of the loan application from the dealer, the lending institution 
would normally contact the applicant by phone to confirm the information on the 
application form. There may be some further negative vetting of the buyer 
through credit agencies and internal records. However, the lending institution 
usually does not conduct any face-to-face interview with the applicant, which 
would enable it to check if the applicant was at the very least the person 
specified in the loan application. 
Our examination revealed that the financing of the purchase of motor 
vehicles is largely based on formula lending. The amount that an institution 
would be willing to lend has more to do with the make and model of the car and 
less to do with the financial position of the buyer. The amount of the loam is 
normally set at between 80% - 90% of the assessed market value of the motor 
vehicle. 
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Institutions should be aware that formula lending carries with it the risk 
that the creditworthiness of the loan becomes dependent on the market value of 
the underlying asset, in this case a motor vehicle. As will be appreciated, the 
market values of used motor vehicles can fall significantly under deteriorating 
market conditions. 
I believe that institutions should take a comprehensive approach to the 
assessment and supervision of their credit facilities, including the financing of the 
purchase of motor vehicles. Assessment of creditworthiness should pay close 
regard to the financial standing and net worth of the borrower, including level and 
stability of income as well as to the underlying collateral security, in this case the 
motor vehicle. 
I also believe that after a loan has been extended, a credit file should be 
maintained on the borrower. The file is necessary to enable the lending 
institution regularly to make an appraisal of the performance and quality of the 
outstanding loan. Effective monitoring requires that the credit file contains 
updated and factual information. Such information is also necessary to enable 
the Office of the Commissioner of Banking to check the quality of the loan book 
when it conducts on-site examinations. 
Against the above background, I would wish authorized institutions to take 
the following steps towards improving their lending practices and procedures in 
motor vehicle financing: 
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1 • Processing of loan applications for purchase of motor vehicles should include 
an assessment of the creditworthiness of the borrower, including level and 
stability of income. In our view, Institutions currently rely too much on the market 
values of vehicles as a measure of the creditworthiness of motor vehicle loans. 
2. Our preference is that, as in other areas of lending institutions should 
establish arrangements for their own officers to be directly involved in the 
processing and assessment of loan applications. However, we recognize that 
institutions may find it impractical to dismantle their long-standing arrangements 
with motor dealers. If motor dealers are employed to carry out the initial 
preparation and processing of loan applications, the institution should ensure 
that this is done within clearly defined standards and procedures set by the 
institution, and it should conduct regular checks to ensure that the motor dealer 
is complying with that standards and procedures. The quality of borrowers 
introduced by each dealer should be carefully monitored. 
3. Institutions should establish and maintain credit files on borrowers. These 
should contain adequate and timely information on the borrower and the 
collateral security. The information that we consider basic and indispensable for 
credit files is outlined in the Attachment. 
4. In conjunction with the maintenance of credit files, institutions should establish 
arrangements for the regular and systemic review of loan facilities extended for 
the purchase of motorvehicles. 
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I would be most grateful if you would circulate this letter to members of your 
Association. look forward to their co-operation in implementing the above 
measures as early as possible. 
Attachment 
Information required in credit files 
(a) Name of borrower 
(b) Current address 
(c) Previous address(es) in the last five years (if any) 
(d) Occupation 
{e) Position 
(f) Name of employer 
(g) Years of service 
(h) Salary 
(i) Other income 
History of relationship with the borrower 
(k) Details of other credit facilities granted 
(I) Valuation ofthe motorvehicle 
(m) Name of guarantor, if any, and his financial position 
(n) Brief report obtained on the borrower from credit information agencies (if 
available) 
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(o) Nature and extent of credit facilities already enjoyed by the borrower at other 
banks and financial institutions (if available) 
(p) Comments and recommendations by interviewing officer or manager 
Updated on 3 Aug 1992 
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APPENDIX 2 
NUMBER OF CAR LOANS FOR NEW PRIVATE CARS RECORDED AT 
CREDIT INFORMATION SERVICES LTD. 
Model Franchise Dealer Principal Financier Secondary Secondary Dec-98 
Financier Financier 
Ferrari Italian Motors lnchroy Credit CEC Aeon 1 
Cadillac Swedish Motors lnchroy Credit Sanwa 1 
Finance 
Kia Kia Motors lnchroy Credit Sanwa 1 
Pin8unc6 
Maserati Auto Italia lnchroy Credit 2 
Daewoo Daewoo Motors lnchroy Credit 3 
Jaguar Jaguar HK lnchroy Credit 6 
Landrover Rover Hong Kong lnchroy Credit CitiBank 7 
Peugeot Lion Motors lnchroy Credit CitiBank 9 
Rover Rover Hong Kong lnchroyCredit CitiBank 16 
Lexus Crown Motors lnchroy Credit 25 
Mazda Mazada Motors lnchroyCredit 151 
Toyota Crown Motors lnchroy Credit 372 
— ^ 
lsuzu Dah Cheong Hong Wayfoong Finance 1 
Audi Dah Cheong Hong Wayfoong Finance 5 
Saab Swedish Motors Wayfoong Finance 6 
Opel Dah Cheong Hong Wayfoong Finance 9 
Volkswagen Dah Cheong Hong Wayfoong Finance 12 
Acura Dah Cheong Hong Wayfoong Finance 14 
Nissan Dah Cheong Hong Wayfoong Finance 161 
Honda Dah Cheong Hong Wayfoong Finance 311 
^ 
Renault Jebsen & Co CEC Finance CitiBank 1 
Alfa Romeo Sime Darby CEC Finance 1 
Subaru Motor Image CEC Finance 17 
Suzuki Sime Darby CEC Finance 23 
Ford Wallace Harper & Co CEC Finance 29 
B.M.W. Sime Darby CEC Finance 51 
Mitsubishi Sime Darby CEC Finance ” 6 
238 




Model Franchise Dealer Principal Financier Secondary Secondary Dec-98 
Financier Financier 
Hyundai Tai Koo Asia Motors Sanwa Finance 2 
Porsche Porsche Motors Sanwa Finance 5 
Volvo Swire Motors Sanwa Finance 14 
— ^ 
Daihatsu Daihatsu Motors Aeon Finance 29 
Hummer Auto Italia Avco Finance 2 
Rolls Royce M.D. Motors Various 1 
Bentley M.D. Motors Various 1 
Theurer Theurer Motors Various 1 
3 
Grand Total ^>534 
Source: Credit Information Services Ltd. Statistical Report. December 1998. 
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APPENDIX3 
INTEREST RATE COMPARISON OF FINANCIERS 
Franchise Financiers 
Interest Rate Maximum 
(Flat Rate per Loan 
Financier annum) Amount Maximum Effective Car Model 
Tenor Rate 
CEC Finance Ltd. 8.50% 90% 60 14.92% BMW318iAd4 
CEC Finance Ltd. 8.75% 90% 60 15.32% Mitsubishi Lancer 
1.6MR 
lnchroy Credit Corporation Ltd. 8.50% 90% 60 14.92% Rover 416 Sli 4d 
lnchroy Credit Corporation Ltd. 8.45% 90% 60 14.84% Toyota Camry 2.2 
G2 4d 
lnchroy Credit Corporation Ltd. 8.20% 90% 60 14.45% Lexus ES300 4d 
Zeng Fu Motor Ltd. 8.00% 90% 60 14.13% Benz-Elegance 
C200 4d 
Way Chong Finance Ltd. 8.95% 90% 60 15.64% Honda Civic 1.6 Sir 
4d 




Financier Interest Rate Maximum Loan Maximum Tenor Effective Rate 
(Flat Rate per Amount 
annum) 
HongkongBank 8% - 9.25% 100% 60 14.13%-16.11% 
Wing Hang Bank 7.75% 90% 48 13.93% 
Orix Finance Co Ltd. 7.75% 90% 48 13.93% 
Bankof EastAsia 7.75% 90% 48 13.93% 
Asia Commercial Bank 8.50% 90% 48 15.17% 
Security Pacific Bank 8.50% 90% 48 15.17% 
GE Capital Finance Ltd 8.50% 90% 48 15.17% 
Hang Seng Bank Prime + 1.75% 90% 60 10.75%-11%* 
to Prime + 2% 
* Prime rate was then 9% 
Data as ofDecember 1998 
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APPENDIX 2 
GROWTH OF CAR LOAN BUSINESS OF HANG SENG BANK 
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APPENDIX 2 
CUSTOMER PROFILE OF HANG SENG CAR LOAN 




50 and Above 5% 
Grand Total 100% 
— 
Sex Percentage of Total 
F 20% 
M 80% 
Grand Total 100% 
Education Percentage of Total 
Primary 2% 
Secondary 18% 
Post Secondary 20% 
University 60% 
Grand Total 100% 
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Residential Status Percentage of Total 
Mortgaged 55% 
Owned 10% 




Grand Total 100% 
Occupation Percentage of Total 
Accountant 10% 







Teaching Staff 10% 
Grand Total 100% 
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Monthly Income Percentage of Total 
Less than $20,000 5% 
$20,000-$49,999 60% 
$50,000 - $99,999 30% 
$100,000-$199,999 3% 
Above $200,000 2% 
Grand Total 100% 
Car Price Percentage of Total 






$1,000,000 and above 1 % 
Grand Total 100% 
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Loan Size Percentage of Total 






$1,000,000 and above 1 % 
Grand Total 100% 
Loan-to-value Ratio Percentage of Total 
Less Than 50% 5% 
50% - 59% 10% 
60% - 69% 10% 
70% - 79% 10% 
80% - 89% 60% 
90% - 100% 5% 
Grand Total 100% 
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Grand Total 100% 
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APPENDIX 6 
NO. OF NEWLY REGISTERED PRIVATE CARS 
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APPENDIX 7 
SALES OF PRIVATE CARS BY MODEL 
Model 1998 1997 Percentage of Change 
Toyota 7,025 9,464 -25.8 
Honda 5,338 6,335 -15.7 
Nissan 3,365 3,082 9.2 
Mazda 2,983 4,091 -27.1 
Mitsubishi 2,403 4,301 -44.1 
Mercedes Benz 1,825 2,602 -29.9 
BMW 1312 2,488 -47.3 
Rover 726 948 -23.4 
Volvo 676 430 57.2 
Dihatsu 560 838 -33.2 
Others 3,129 4,523 -30.8 
Total 29 342 39,102 -25 
Source: Honq Konq Economic Dailv. 9 February, 1999. 
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APPENDIX 8 
PROFITABILITY MODEL OF DIRECT LENDING AND INDIRECT LENDING 
Direct lending (HK$) |lndirect lending (HK$) 
Annual New Loan Advance 100,000,000 100,000,000 
No. ofAccount ^ 500 
Gross Interest Income 26,000,000 30,000,000 
Cost of Fund 13,425,000 13,425,000 
Commission Paid to Dealers 0 3,900,000 
Marketing Expense 1,000,000 0 
Bad Debt Written Off 500,000 2,000,000 
Acquisition Cost 500,000 250,000 
Net Interest Income T0,575,000 10,425,000 
Assumptions: 
Interest Rate 6.5% flat per annum 7.5% flat per annum 
Tenor ~~ 4 years 4 years 
Cost of Fund PerAnnum 6% per annum 6% per annum 
Commission to dealers i ^ 15%on total interest 
Bad Debt Written Off 0.5% on original loan 2% on original loan 
amount amount 
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